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PROMISE AND HAZARDS OF RECOMBINANT DNA RESEARCH:
THREE SCHOOLS OF THOUGHT

SPLITTING ATOMS AND TRANSPLANTING GENES
in the biological arena—even while the first nuclear con-
clusion is still being perilously tested.

..— —
Molecular biology has reached a stage that is

brilfiant with both danger and promise tbe stage at
which genetic material from one organism is being
placed within another so that the inheritance of tbe
nmst is changed to reflect the characteristics of tbe
donor. Thus the genetic barriers between the species
are being probed and, in a first fcw simple cases,
surmounted so as to produce hybrid creatures.

Few doubt that this technology bas the potential
for deliberate misuse to produce great dangers.
Genes from disease causing (pathogenic) organisms,
or from organisms that produce highly toxic agents,
could be implanted in bests capable of rapid spread
so as to produce dramatic new bloIogicaI dangers.
Not only common sense, but the biological treaty of
1972 to which tbe U.S. and 110 nations have become
signatory, demands that scientists eschew development
of such agents. Nevertheless, since treaties are nei-

ther universal nor self-enforcing, the world must be-
gin to face a biological proliferation threat that might
before long, rival that of nuclear weapons.

This new danger would, by itself, militate for a
halt to this research were it not for tie promise im-
plicit in these techniques. Five percent of the popu-
bition suiter from a few thousand different genetic
diseases which may, in time, be amenable to futllre
genetic engineering. The underdeveloped world fives
in perpetual risk of famine vast improvements in ag-
rictdturc shotdd be possible with genetic engineering
of plants. A rising cancer rate already affects one
person in four and these new techniques represent
tbe single most in]portant tool in many years for the
investigation of tbe underlying, and hence highly rele-
vant, biological processes. Ultimately, a more pre-
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With the first beginnings of practical genetic engineer-
ing, the biologists have begun to displace the physician in
the spotlight of public concern. There is every indic:l-
tiofl now that society will have continuing and grave
difficulties digesting biological advances.

With nuclear weapons, the danger was at least stark,
and the solution clear: refrain from use of nuclear weap-
ons. Deterrence now seems relatively simple. Genetic
engineering, by contrast, begins with an unprecedented
and worrisome problem: the accidental escape of or-
ganisms, unknown in nature and potentially, or even
known to be, dangerous. lt moves on to the problem of
inadvertent by-products of biological successes as in
the query: will the plants that are taught to fix their own
nitrogen generate, somehow, a tenacious weed? Later,
if wc are ~ufficiently careful to avoid misusing this new
power over the ecology, we may move on to solving can-
cer and the genetic diseases of man — and ultimately
to the improvement of man. No doubt in certain cases,
determining who will secure the benefits of these cures
and, later, which, if any, improvements to strive for, will
occupy the world’s attention for generations.

Hovering over these problems of societal absorption is
the clear danger of deliberate misuse, for biological weap-
ons, of techniques that may rapidly proliferate not only
to one hundred eleven nation states but even to individ-
ual researchers. In the nineteen forties many contem-
plated the danger of an unprecedented nuclear arms-race
and concluded that the world would not survive the nu-
clear threat in a state of relative anarchy among nation
states. One is tempted to reach the same conclusion again

The researchers have behaved with unprecedented re-
straint and caution. Raising the issue themselves; bring-
ing it to public attention; urging the voluntary deferral of
various experiments; and debating the hazards in full pub-
lic view, represents four quite different and thoroughly
commendable steps. In addition, most have, quite surpris-
ingly, been able to come to agreement on a set of guide-
lines that have grown steadily more stringent — even
while many of the researchers have grown more sanguine
about the dangers. This is a tribute to the statesmanship
of their leaders. It is no surprise that now they want to
go ahead with research which all observers agree is filled
with promise, and which promises tremendous assistance
in understanding biology. They only mk a “yellow” Iigbt
—the right to proceed with caution.

However, some researchers and observers wbosc judg-
ment FAS respects, still have different views on these
matters, And despite intense thought by the molecular
biologists, the issue does seem to have been considered
somewhat unimaginatively thus far. The possibility that
relevant creative ideas may yet exist impells us to request
members to write expressing themselves on this problem.

FAS, founded by physicists, has worked for thirty

years to control the implications of the fact that the
atom could be split; now diversified to include many
biologists, FAS pledges no less steadfast monitoring of
the public policy implications of a fact no less far-reachi-
ng — the feasibility of transplanting genes. u
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cise knowledge of cellular processes would also per-
mit a new attack on many other cellular diseases, ul-
timately, genetic engineering may hold forth the risky
potential of improving man himself.

In order to achieve this promise, there will be re-
quired long periods of intensive work in many k+bora-
tories, in areas of biology in which there is necessar-
ily great ignorance. As a result, the possibility of
inadvertent creation of biological dangers cannot be
dismissed. As the attached newsletter reveals, an
unprecedented, constructive and wholly: admirable
effori to devise safeguards has been going forward
among the researchers themselves since 1973. Not-
withstanding the construction of a broad and impres-
sive consensus among them, there remain significantbj
different approaches to this problem among equally
informed molecuIar biologists.

The first school of thought either considers tfie pro-
posed guidelines to be overly restrictive or has ac-
ceded to them reluctantly with the thought that the
public would otherwise demand even more. This view
considers inadvertent dangers wholly speculative and
exaggerated. It sometimes fears restraints on free
inquiry. It sees anomalies in the way in which other

societal dangers, considered to be comparable, are
tolerated — even such closely related dangers as the
work by fellow biologists on known-to-he infectious
organisms.

The second school emphasizes the speculative quzd-
ity of the danger and believes that a system of regu-
lating degrees of hazard by degrees of physical and
biological methods of containment is both appropriate
and feasible. (Biological containment involves devel-
oping strains of well-known organisms so enfeebIed
that they will not survive outside the laboratory
should they escape at all.) Tfds approach suppotis
the guidelines. Along with many representatives of
all three schools, it fears its proposals will be unreas-
onably perverted into more rigid regukdion$ dblicult
to amen& increasingly seen to have contradictions as
research progresse$ and, finsdly, destroyed by internal
contradictions and quiet scientific revolt.

There is a thbd school that sees real danger in the
multitude of tfdngs that might go wrong. This school
is particularly dkturbed that the experiment woufd
use the wideIy studied E. coli bacteria which can live
in the gut. By focusing their attention so singlcmind-
edly on this organism, biologists have made headway
in understanding fairiy completely at least one species.
But this organism, in which so much research has
been invested, is now seen as far too ubiquitous, and
promismmus in exchange of genetic material for dan-
gerous experiments. Is it sufficient to enfeeble strains
that can live in man? Or should several years be spent
working up the same degree of knowledge in some
organism occupying a much more Obscure ecO1Ogical
niche? In the meantime, or in general, this view often
recommends that much more of this research be done
in tbe I&d of maximaIly secure Iahoratories previous-
ly for biological warfare experiment~ more of these
would he built.

‘flis school seesno issue of “freedom of inquiry”

but rathw “freedom of manufacture” of what might
become public health hazards. It sees no great hurry
in pushing ahead in areas where eventual successes
will last forever. And it sees not only health hazards
but hazards to sustained research if something should
go wrong.

WC have developed no consensus upon the two in-
terrelated, critical questions of pub~ic policy: what
degrees of precaution do public health and public
confidence demand and how they can bc achieved?
Because the issue is so important, we befieved that
we must carry it to you in an effort to develop a con-
sensus. We ask for reader comment by letter and
tbrcmgb a ba~lot on page 9. D
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SOME SAMPLE BENEFITS
Robert Sinsheimer reports:
“It is very probable that in time the appropriate
genes can be introduced into bacteria to convert them
into biochemical factories for producing complex
substances of medical importance: for example, in-
sulin (for which a shortage seems imminent), growth
hormone, specific antibodies, and clotting factor VIII
which is defective in hemophiliacs. Even if these
specific genes cannot be isolated from the appropri-
ate organisms, the chances of synthesizing them from
scratch are now significant.
“Other more grandiose applications of microbial
genetic engineering can be envisaged. The transfer
of genes for nitrogen fixation into presently inept
species might have very significant agricultural appli-
cations, Appropriate design might permit appreci-
able modifications of the normal bacterial flora of

‘ tiiehuman mouth with a significant impact upon the
incidence of dental caries. Even major industrial
pro.cssm might b. carried out by appropriately
planned microorganisms.”

As examples of industrial processes, A. M. Chakrabarty
of General Electric has experimented with n?icroorgan-
isms that have special affinity for bhding precious metals,
such as gold or platinum, with a view to using them to
recover these substances from industria[ wastes, seawater,
or even from ores. With regard to a second application
— cleaning up oil spills — hc notes that existing bac-
teria have the capability to degrade hydrocarbons but
usually only one kind of hydrocarbon each; hence only
one component of the spill is attacked. When one uses
several strains of bacteria, they interact so as to destroy
each other. Genetic engineering could continue to im-
prove the digestive range of a single bacterial strain.
(At least one scientist has observed that the required rc-
Jease of such a bacterium might be dangerous to the re-
liability of gas tanks. )

Since tbe microorganisms are, by digesting the oil
spills, converting hydrocarbons into protein, this process
could also be used to convert petroleum into protein as a
source of food. In theory, the food supply could also be
attacked direct] y by enhancing the ability of animals (or
even man ) to digest cellulosic foodstuffs, such as grass
and weeds.

It has been observed that one might locate and isolate
the genes on disease-causing virus that produce the virus’
hard protein coat. It is the coat that is the antigen which
produces in turn the antibodies that protect tbe human
against tbe disease. Hence these isolated genes might be
used to prbduce bulk quantities of the protein coats which
could then be used as vaccines.

Other suggestions include improving the efficiency of
photosynthesis to improve crop production or enhancing
the nutritive value of plant products. ~

HAZARDS OF INADVERTENCE
The basic current hazard is the introduction into bac-

teria of genes which make the bacteria more dangerous.
In the simplest case, such genetic changes might give one
strain of bacteria the I-esistance to antibiotics that exists
in other strains; thus some such antibiotic as penicillin
might suddenly find that strains of bacteria that cause
pneumonia had become resistant to its application.

A still more dangerous case would occur if E, coli
strains were provided with a genetic means—possibly

ASHBY REPORT CONCLUSIONS
Benefits

We reiterateour unanimous view that the potential
benefitsare likely to be great. Tbe most substantial
(though unpredictable) benefit to be expected from
the techniques is that they may lead to a rapid ad-
vance in our detailed understanding of gene action.
This in turn might add substantially to our under-
standing of immunology, resistance to antibiotics,
cancer, and other medically important subjects. Fur-
thermore, application of the techniques might em
able agricultural scientists to extend the climatic range
of crops and to equip plants to secure their nitrogen
supply from the air. Another possible application is
that segcrnents of DN.4, selected because they are
templates for valuable products such as hormones,
antigens or antibodies, might be produced in bulk by
multiplying them in cultures of E. Colk thk would
be of great benefit to medlcinc. And it is not incon-
ceivable that the technique might ultimately lead to
ways to cure some human diseases known to be due
to genetic deficiency.

Hazards
Such new combinations might although this is only’

speculation extend the host-range o fa dkease from
animals to man, or provoke malignant cell growths,
or confer new patterns of resistance to antibiotics.
However, it would be an excessive constraint upon
important work to insist on conducting all such ex-
periments with the elaborate and expensive proce-
dures used for the most dangerous pathogens. Some-
body therefore bas to match tbe scaIe of precaution
to the estimates of risk.
Reparr of (he Working Party on the Experimental

A4cznip[(lation of the Genetic Composition of Micro-
O&mzisms, Chaired by Lord A.v+by, presented to the
British Parliament, January, J 975

carried on the verv ~lasmids being used to transfer alien
genes into E, coli ~to cause dise~se directly, In general,
foreign fragments of DNA introduced in various ways
into bacteria might inadvertently carry other genes in
addition to those the researcher intended to introduce.

Experiments using virus that can cause tumors are espe-
cially dangerous since the tumors may take decades to
arise; in theory, at least, bacterial strains carrying such
tumors introduced from viruses might do their deadly
work for many years before it was even recognized that
an accident had occurred.

It is also feared by some that biological safeguards in-
volving the enfeeblement of test organisms might not be
adequate, in general, because the original cloning culture
might be contamimted, or because the enfeebled host
bacteria might die only after transferring its DNA to an-
other organism; in effect recomb inatory events might de-
feat the safeguards.

Oneobserver notes that animal genes to retransferred
into bacterial must be well-cbaracterizcd lest latent can-
cer-causing genes be transferred inadvertently:

“One hypothesis of mrcinogenesis envisages the in-
tegration of a latent form of oncogenic viral DNA on
the animal cell DNA. Under normal conditions, the

—Continued on page 4
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Continued from page 3
viral genes are not expressed, Treatment with certain
forms of carcinogenic agents may trigger the latent
genes, thereby releasing tbe harmful virus.
“Thereisa paucityof knowledge about the sequence
of genes on the eukaryotic chromosomes so that in-
troductionof anyseque”ceof genes from higher ani-
mal!, if not well characterized, may lead to acciden-
tal introduction of latent viral genomes inside the
bacterial cells. If the regulatory genes that prevent
the expression of the viral genomes are not co-trans-
ferred, there might be the real danger of such viral
genomes becoming fully functional inside the bacte-
rialcelk. The bacterial cells may, therefore, virtually
become carriers of such infectious agents.”
Over and above these dangers of incorporating dkease

causing or dmg resistant genes into bacteria, some believe
that there are dangers associated with any incorporation
of genes from higher organisms into bacteria. It is argued
that tbe products of such incorporation will inevitably
escape—laboratory proctdure and the abilities of E. coli
to recombine genetic material being what they are—and
that the escaped organisms will inevitably become estab-
lished in the world of microorganisms.

What cou[d happen? It is important to understand
that, while all living things use the same genetic code,
there arevery fundamental differences between the single-
celled bacteria (prokaryotes) and the cells of higher or-
ganisms (called eukaryotes). Although the cells of lower
and higher organisms are interacting intensely, they do
not seem toexchangc genetic material in nature; hence the
introduction of eukaryote genes into prokaryotes is an ac-
activity in which, apparently, nature has not engaged.

Genes Can Be Transmitted WMIout Being Expressed
In this regard, it is highly significant that the higher

organism genes thus far introduced—while transmitted
reproductively to descendants of the host bacteria-have
not been “expressed”, i.e. activated; nothing to which
they give rise in higher organisms has been seen in their
hosts, It is increasingly speculated that it will be impos-
sible to do more than insert them into the genome of the
bacteria. Triggering their ability to produce specific pro-
teinsin their new prokaryotic host maybe impossible. In
this case, much of the promise of genetic engineering with
bacteria might be lost—in particular the ability to per-
suade the bacteria to function as factories producing the
products that higher organisms want and have in short
supply, On the other hand, some of the danger of this
new technique would also be avoided, since tbe bacteria
have a mobility and promiscuity absent in the higher
organisms which might become substitute hosts,

The faihIreof prokaryotes toexchange genetic material
with eukaryotes in nature is believed to arise from the
dMerence in control elements used by the cell to advise
the genes when and when not to express themselves by
producing the products for which they are coded. It is
feared that genetic engineering might introduce into the
prokaryotic world, thecontrol methods of theeukaryotes.
This, in turn, might give theprokaryotes tools that would
affect the immensely intricate ecology of the world of
microorganisms. Thus the Chairman of the California
Institute of Technology Biology Department, Robert Sin-
sbeimer, reports:

“Incorporation of eukaroytic DNA with its control
signak into prokalyOteS on an appreciable scale can-
not but significandy perturb the prokaryotic-eukary-

otic interaction. By recombination events these con-
trol elements could become associated with varied
kinds of prokaryotic DNA, One can imagine that
the viruses of pmkaryotes (particularly the lysogcnic
species) could acquire the capacity to infect eukaryo-
tes (consider thecomequencesf oraeukaryoticce llof
invasion by a“ expressible M“-type phage —or even
by a phage carrying a gene for a restriction enzyme,)”

This point of view is especially concerned because it
sees any such ecological effect as irreversible; unlike aero-
sol cans which may be removed from the market. the
replication of living things means that an escape of such
organisms could not easily be undone. D

SOME TECHNICAL BACKGROUND

It is now known that the chromosomes are the carriers
of heredity, The genetic material in the chromosome is
called DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid). Molcculcs of this
nucleic acid contain the genes govemi”g specific charac-
teristics. These genes arc strong mt. i“ a linear sequence
along two complementary strands of atoms, chemically
bonded together, and wrapped around each other, in a
helical structure known as the double helix.

The entire DNA molecule can be e.xtre.mely large as
molecules go; in the simplest single celled organisms such
as E. CoIi, the moIecule can be a tenth of a centimeter
long and can weigh as much as the equivalent of two
billion hydrogen atoms.

Each strand of the helix is composed of a backbone of
repeating groups of phosphate and sugar with four side
groups (rmcleotides ) called bases: adenine (A j, guanine
(G), thymine (T) and cytosine (C). The order of tbe
sequence of these bases determines heredity through an
elegant genetic code. Thus part nf the helix strand may
reveal such a sequence of bases as ATGCCAGTTG, Ev-
ery three letters is, in fact, an imtmction to the cell to
insert one of a specified set of 20 amino acids (e.g., ATG
means produce the amino acid tyrosine) in a protein un-
der constmction. These twenty amino acids are, in turn,
the building blocks of proteins, Hence a sufficiently long
sequence of three letter codes (called codons) can in-
struct the cell to piece together whatever amino acids
are required to constmct an entire protein. Thus the
DhTA molecule gives instructions to build the thousands
of different kinds of protein molecules which can be found
in a single cell and which serve it as enzymes (elements
that speed up, i.e. catalyze, chemical reactions) or as
structural elements of the cell,

When a specific sequence of nucleotide bases constitu-
ting a gene for the production of some protein is to ex-
press itself, an enzyme moves along the DNA strand cata-
lyzing chemical reactions which string together a kind of
copy of the sequence in question; this translated copy
called messenger RNA is a nucleic acid brotber to DNA;
the translation is one which simply substitutes nucleotide
bases (U, C, A, G) respectively for (A, G, T, C) where
U stands for Uracil. Tbe messenger RNA carries this
translation to a cell factory called a ribosome where the
indicated amino acids are brought up (by transfer RNA)
and bonded together by the ribosome.

What determines when the gene will or will not express
itself? After all, all cells of a given organism have the
same genes but in complex organisms like ourselves, the
cells are performing quite different activities, hence ex-

—Continued on page 6
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STANDARDS OF JUDGMENT

One important underlying reason for the existenceof
three different schools of thought among molecular biolo-
gists on this issue arises from their applying quite different
standards for public safety.

For example, one researcher argues that the bias should
be in Paver of “free investigation” rather than on public
dangers:

“As a working microbiologist for almost 40 yeas, I
find it inconceivable that fear of factors inadequately
known or understood should be the basis for inhib-
iting free investigation.

Another non-scientist observes the opposite:
“since it is the scientists who want to do the work,
let them persuade us that the experiments are safe
before we permit them to continue.”
Meanwhile, a senior researcher applies a very stiff

standard:
“There should bc a complete stop cm all forms of ex-
perimentation with artificially produced DNA re-
combinant that could in any way represent a poten-
tial danger to animal or plant life.”

Perceptions of Human Mechanisms Vary Also
Not only standards of judgment are varied but also

perceptions of human mechnisms. Onc such difference
turns upon whether we can rely, to ensure proper safety
regulations, upon an “invisible hand”: the researcher’s
own fear. Noting that present experiments would produce
decidedly larger quantities of hazardous material than
those handled in more routine vims and virulent micro-
organism experiments, an observer commented:

“But there is a well-established technology for han-
dling larger quantities of such materials and one re-
quires assumnce only that the requisite technology
will be utilized. Since the laboratory workers them-
selves are the individuals primarily at risk, they have
the greatest reason to be certain of the adequacy
of the techniques to be used. ”

Agreeing with this, still another eminent microbiologist
observed that we could depend upon pilots to detenni”e
that planes are safe; they would not fly them if they were
not.

There seems obviom errors in this approach. Experi-
ence tells us that individual huma!l beings do not take
low-probability risks to themselves so seriously that they
can be depended upon to protect against these risks with
the conscientiousness the public desires for itself. More
often, the workers become habituated to the danger and,
indeed, bt?come insensitive to it as a method of dissonance-
reduction that psychologists understand quite well. Fur-
thermore, laboratory workers (and the pilot ) are moti-
vated by temperament, training and employment to do
their work and to undertake associated risks. The gen-
eral public, by contrast, is primarily interested in avoid-
ing these risks.

Anomalies in Gauging Risks

Another difference in standards arises from the atten-
tion paid to anomalies in the gauging of different risks.
Molecular geneticists point out that the older microbiol-
ogists are “sing virulent organisms under lesser safeguards
than would be required of them in analogous experiments,
Turning this around, the Ashby Report observes that the
older microbiologists are more careful: precautions are
“second nature” to research workers familiar with the

hazards of handling pathogens but “many bacterial genet-
icists and molecular biologists are unfamiliar with these
hazards and are unable to assess the levels of precaution
needed. ”

Ffow new is the danger? One researcher observes that
the “mere manufacture” of a recombinant DNA dots not
pose a hazard “per se”.

“The shuffiing and mixing of DNA molecules has
gone cm for eons and if it were dangerous to add a
random piece of DNA to a plasma or virus, we would
know that already. I think we must focus on those
DNA’s that have a potential hazard and not on the
nlere joining of DNA molecules. ”

Another adds:
“The widespread and indiscriminate use of antibac-
terial drugs in man ancl animals has exerted immeas-
urably more pressure on the bacterial population
than could be wielded by all the research workers
in this field put together. ”
But a third, more cautious, notes that radiation is also

always with us bu! we have Ieamed to seek to minimize
its presence.

Degree of Rkk
In the case of nuclear reactors, proponents provided

estimates that suggested less than a singk fatality per
year per 100 reactors due to unsafe operation. Oppon-
ents drew graphs that suggested ten lives rather than one.
Clearly the expected values ( probability of disaster times
outcome if it OCCUI-S)were thought to bc quite tolerable
by both sides! Obviously the public does not weigh catas-
tmphies in proportion to their expected value outcome.
Rather it considers of special concern those activities
that cao become major catastrophes (even if their prob-
ability is correspondingly lower). One specialist in these
matters (Richard Wilson ) believes that public concern
rises as the square of the outcome (or evell as the third
power ).

Maximum dangers for reactor accidents were consid-
ered to range from 1,000 fatalities (by proponents) to
50,000 (by opponents), at the level of 10-’ events per
year. Comparably extreme events involving medical epi-
demics could involve another factor of 1,000 ( i.e.,
1,000,000 to 50,000,000 fatalities). If public concern
does indeed rise as the square of the extreme catastrophe,
then contai~ment levels would have to be sharply in-
creased beyond the seventh power of ten to a range
nearer the fourteenth.

This is not now clearly understood. For example, one
eminent biochemist observed that chimeric species of pm-
karyutic organisms that could cause disease were very
unlikely, asserting:

“Patently, no one can flatly deny such a possibility
but it is cxt!-emely remote ( 10-’) and can certainly
not be the basis for stringent regulation. ”

But this projected chance of one in one hundred million
is not so remote by the above standard, Happily, many
biochemists would argue that the overall likelihood of
the creation of tbc danzerous strain. its escaDe. survival,
infection and propagati& is much much low~r than 10-;

anyway.) [~

~

FAS members interested in helping research and
prepare pohcy statements on marme mammafs should
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BIOLOGICAL WARFARE
NO nation or sub-national group is likely t<)u“]ea~h ~

dangerous organism for which it has no vaccine and
against which it has nut vaccinated itself. Thus in the
world of biological warfare, defense and offense are dif-
ferent sides of the same coin. If ,without explanation, a
nation were to innoculatc its entire population with a
vaccine, in a future era of easy genetic engineering anti
in a period of international tension, who knows what
alarming conclusions its neighbors might draw?

Recently, one hundred and eleven natiuns signed a
treaty on biological warfare which has as its complete
title, “Convention on the Prohibition of the Development,
Production and Stockpiling of Bacteriological ( Biologi-
cal) and Toxin \Veapons and on Their Destmction”. The
signatories (63 of which have now ratified it) undertake:

“never in my circumsttmces to develop, produce,
stockpile or otherwise acquire or retain:
( I ) microbiai or other biological agcmts, or toxins
whatever their origin m method of prod”ctio”, of
types and in qumtities that have no justification for
prophylactic, protective or other peaceful purposes;
(2) weapons, equipment or means of deiivery de-
signed to use such agents or toxins for hostile pur-
poses or in armed con flict. ”
The only loophole would seem to be whether a state

might justify for protective purposes types and/or quan-
tities of vaccine — justified against some purported threat
—that might free it to undertake offensive action. Ob-
viously, all this is much easier to say than m do or rely
upon, but the world contains many different forces scarcb-
ing methods of mass destruction or coercion.

Perhaps unfortunately, the Treaty has the stmcture of
the nuclear non-proliferation treaty in that signatories
who agree to eschew military uses are assured coopera-
tion in peaceful uses. In Article X, the states undertake
to facilitate “the fullest possible exchange” of relevant
equipment and information for peaceful purposes. As
we are today concerned with nuclear reactors, we may
someday be hoist on the same petard with biological
weapons: states may sign with a view to assuring, under
t peaceful guise, the information necessary to make
military usc of biology,

Our own miiitary interest in this subject can be docu-
mented. Before the negotiation of the Treaty on June 9,
i 969, the Defense Department’s Deputy Director for Re-
search and Engineering, Dr. D. M. MacArthur, testified
that synthetic biological agents might be tvailable within
five to ten years. Dr. MacArthur emphasized tbe impor-
tance of d&eloping defensive measures.

The Arms Control and Disarmament Agency has as-
sured Dr. David Baltimore that recombinant DNA mole-
cules do fall within the purview of the Treaty; indeed, the
possibility of “altering the structure of genes” had been
touched upon in the Treaty hearings before the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee.

The Soviet Union also agrees with this interpretation.
On February 19, 1976, Yuri Zhukov, Pravda Editor and
member of the Central Committee Presidium, wrote at
Iengtil about recombinant DNA. He called for the “pre-
cise and unconditional observance” of the Treaty, caIling
it a “document which also covers the use of genetic en-
gineering for military purposes”. But he linked his con-
cern to General Secretary L. I. Brezhnev’s call on June
i 3, 1975, on the prohibition of the development and

production uf any “ew types of weapons of mass destruc-
tion whatsoever. This is evidently the first indication of
any concrete example of what the Mviet General Secre.
tary had in mind. (However, the Soviet Union dots not
seem to be taking the problem of inadvertent spread of
products of DNA recombinant experiments even as seri-
ously as we; the Soviet Minislry of Health reports that
the USSR has no limitations on this research at the na-
itcma], republic or institutional level,)

What can biologists do to protect against the misuse of
their science for military purposes? There is a dilemma.
in one sense openness is advantageous; thus the world-
wide old boy network of biologists could try to keep the
cummunity informed of effor[s to misuse biology for
offensive purposes, and of the specific defensive methods
that could protect populations against tbe threats being
worked up. The Treaty prohibiting such offensive uses
of biuiogical warfare, signed by virtually all nations, justi-
fies this approach. 0[] tbe other hand, unrestricted open-
ness in this evolving field could eventually put in tbe
hands of the individual biologists power unbelievably
greater than that which splitting the atom has piaced in
the hands of individual physicists, Only science fiction
has explored problems which tbe next generations may
now cunfront.

FA S asks rmmbcrs to write wi(h suggestions by which
1/8<>gocds of the lt’mt), on biological warfare can be
advanced.

Continued from page 4
pressing quite different genes, It is now known that re-
pressor molecules sit cm the DNA helix inhibiting en-
z!mvx from catalyzing the cwatiou of tbe messenger RNA
until loosened by the arrival of inducer molecuies that
signal the need for activity.

Viruses, Plasmids, Assorted Organelies
Genetic material is exchanged in nature not only in

sexual reproduction ( a process which, surprisingly, even
bacteria have been shown to exhibit). Genetic material
can also be transferred from one organism to another by
what is called transduction. The virus, itself, nothing
more than a chromosome surrounded by a protective
protein coat, makes an unavoidable practice of invading
cells and exploiting their far more complex machine to
reproduce its chromosome and coat, hence to reproduce
itself, In these cases, its progeny grow to tbe point of
bursting the celi ( and spreading the infection). Alterna-
tively, the gtmetic material of the virus may become in-
corporated in tile chromosome of the host cell, thereby
transforming its future behavior and becoming perpet-
uated in its descendants.

A still more primitive method of exchanging genetic
tmaterial occurs when different strains of bacteria ex-
change little bits of DNA called plasmids, which exist
inside celis independently of the chromosomal DNA. In
the process of t(-ansfer, they may carry along b!ts of the
chromosome of their original cell and may even transfer
it and itself into the ciwomosome of the second cell. It
is in the area of introducing plasmid DNA into cells that
recent advances have come.

Finally, it is possible to transfer genetic information by
soaking cells in DNA. By a process of what is called
transformation, the very delicate macromolecules of DNA
can be simply absorbed in such a way that some host
cells are transformed. H
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BUILDING BLOCKS OF A POLICY
What foIlows is an effort to sketch enough of the ad-

vantages of various possible policies to provoke their
serious consideration; no effort is made to provide the
balanced or in-depth discussion they may deserve since
we neither have the space, nor anticipate an FAS-wide
consensus upon them. They are simply put forward as
plausible ideas worth adding to the debate.

I. CONSTRUCTION OF REGIONAL P-4 LABORA.
TORES: Two-thirds of the square footage of high. cm-
tainment P-4 laboratories in the United States is at Fort
Detrick. This leaves 175,000 square feet, of which 65,000
belongs to six laboratories in private enterprise and
1 I 0,000 sqw+re feet is divided among five universities,
eight Government laboratories and 23,000 square feet
at NIH.

Inevitably, projections of possible dangers will arise
over the coming years before experiments have dkproved
thcm. Th. scicn[ists can be cxpcctcd to take whatever
precautions are possible but not — so easily at least —
to stop their work if precaution are not available. The
existence of regional P-4 laboratories cannot help but
be quite useful from time to time in persuading research-
ers to take greater, rather than lesser, preca”ticms. Some
rim-recombinant work now done in P-3 laboratories
might be usefully switched into these regional laboratories
m well. And at the laboratories, run m a service to the
region, one could anticipate a much more disciplined
monitoring of safety pmccdures than one can expect in a
university of colleagues. Indeed, to the extent that the
critical experiments are limited to P-4 laboratories with
their attendant supervision, the problem of legal controls
over researchers and/or ever changing guidelines coulci
be enormously ameliorated.

If, indeed, this research has both promise and danger.
additional Government funding of P-4 laboratories would
seem a simple and obvious precaution for the public to
fund. (The February 28, 1975 meeting of the Recombim
ant Advisory Committee shows the Committee felt the
priority for establishing new high risk facilities was low.
But the Congress might consider it higher zmd might be
willing to do it without requiring the funds to come out of
other health budgets. )

11. LEGAL STRUCTURE FOR THE GGIDELINES:
One possible way of combining the flexibility of guidelines
with a legal structure that covers persons not being funded
by NIH would envisage licensing the researcher. One
would reta~ legal control over the researchers themselves
while pmwding the possibility of continuous and abrupt
change in the ukases which might bc sent to them Re-
searchers might have to certify their knowledge of rele-
vant safety procedures, their willingness to act in accord-
ance with present and future guidelines, and their respon-
sibility for what went on in this field under [heir super-
vision.
HI. PROVISION FOR ALTERNATIVES TO E. COLI:

Quite apart from whether experimentation is permitted
to begin with E. coli, enfeebled or not, research. could
begin on possible substitutes in case conceptions of the
risk change dramatically; we do not always want to be
faced with an absence of alternatives.

IV. MOTIVATING A CONCERN: A group of senior
biologists could be assigned to generate, on a continuing

basis, as research proceeds, “possible danger” scenarios

fo]- their assessment by others. Most researchers see little
merit in manuf&cturing ‘horror stories” and do not want
to bccotne danger-mongers. But it is for this veq reason
self-evidently useful to the public to have some of those
biologists most informed about the subject matter explic-
itly charged to surface such possibilities. Such a group
could be a subgroup, for example, of the DNA Advisory
Committee.

V. INDUCING SAFErY RESEARCH: Safety re-
search not being the most interesting of occupations for
some of tbc best molecular biologists, methods must bc
arranged to encourage them m undertake it. Research
funding could be arranged to require that a tithe of the
funds allotted be devoted to safety research,

As a second suggestion, groups of laboratory workers
could be retained to work inside P-4 labs under the g“id-
ance of eminent committees who, from the major universi-
ties at which they work. would oversee, by phone and
visi[s. experimentation on delicate safety problems. A
]major program of safety research should also be started
at NIH.

V]. AUTOMATED PROCEDURES AND MINIATUR.
IZED EQUIPMENT: The development of procedures
that could be ]maximal l!, automateci and miniaturized so
as to lend themselws to easier containment is desirable.

VI?. MONITORING THE RESEARCHERS FOR lLL-
NESS: Biological lresearchers, in general, ]not only those
tmgagcd in ]recombinant DN.4 experiments, should be
watched more closely than they are, and followup studies
made, to protect the researchers and to provide an early
warning cf possible problems the public might face.
VIII. CLONE BANK: One of the most controversial
experiments results when the entire DNA of a cell is di-
vided up into segments of the approximate length of a
gene and each gene placed inside bacterium which multi-
plies into :1 clone. The hazard lies in the possibility that
dangeroms genes along the DNA segment will have been
multiplieci in the process. It has been suggested that such
“shot gun” experimc”ts ccmld bs restricted to p.4 }abora.
tories and the results made available to researchers in the
following Wa!,.

Aftcx the separave genes are emplanted in separate
bacteria and clenes developed, the bacteria would be
broken open and the resultant cloned DNA left as a
residue could be isolated. Persons interested in working
with the cloned DNA could have it sent to them from the
Clone Bank. Inasmuch as each researcher would have
to determine which was the piece of DNA that corre-
sponded with the gene of interest to him, the entire set
of clrmc-derived DNA’s would be sent to him. But since
the genetic material is being delivered to him as purified
DNA rather than inside different bacteria, it is much safer
to handle. The naked DNA is far less likely to be ab-
sorbed by a cell than is a bacterium carrying the DNA to
infect some organism or to exchange genetic material
with mm. ) Thus a clone bank would permit tbe most
dangerous stage of dealing with unknown genes to be
done at I’arc intervals, with maximum containment, rather
than have it bccomc an every day occurrence.

IX. PUBLIC HEALTH SECTOR: It should not be over-
looked that the sector of public health specialists forms a
second line of defense against escaped chimeric organisms
md may deserve special funding,
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THE GUIDELINES IN BRIEF
Four methods of physical containment are specified as

follows:
PI (minimal) : strict adherence to standard practices;
P2 (low): limited access to laboratory during exper-
iments; precautions against the release of aerosols
and the prohibition of mouth pipetting;
P3 (moderate): laboratories equipped to ensure in-
ward air flow; biological safety cabinets; wearing of
gloves; decontamination of recirculated ai~; (alter-
native procedures suggested when air conditions can-
not be controlled as specified);
P4 (high) : special facilities of the kind used in bio-
logical warfare designed installations, such as isola.
tion of airlocks, clothing changes and showers, de.
contamination of all air, liquid and solid wastes,
Three levels of biological containment were suggested

when using the K-12 strain of Eschericbia Coli (E. CoIi)
as a host for recombinant DNA molcctd es:

EK 1: use of E. Coli K-12 in its usual form;
EK2: use of modified E. Coli K-12 hosts and modi-
fied E. Coli hosts and modified plasmid or bactcrio-
pbage “vectors” so that the survival rate of tbe re-
combined chimera is less than one in 10’ in the nat-
ural environment, i.e. if tbe host escapes the labora-
tory;
EK3: use of EK2 systems for which the increased
containment has been independently confirmed by
animal tests.

Experiments To Be Prohibited At This Time

1. Experiments taking their DNA from highly patho-
genic organisms.

2. Experiments in which the DNA to be ioined con-
tains gene; for production of highly toxic age~ts.

3. Experiments in which the DNA is derived from a
plant pathogen if the host may acquire increased virulence
or range.

4. Experiments involving uncontrolled release of or-
ganisms containing recombinant molecules.

5. Transfer of genes conferring drug resistance to micro-
organisms not known to acquire such resistance naturally,
when the resistance may compromise ciinical use of the
drug in medicine or agriculture.

6. Large scale experiments with recombinant DNAs
known to result in the formation of harmful products
(with exceptions possible if approved by the NIH Recom-
binant DNA Advisory Committee).

Classification of Permitted E. CoIi Experiments

EK2 modified strains of E. Coli must be used if the
foreign DNA to be inserted into E. Coli comes from tbe
chromosomes of vertebrates or higher plants; and, in par-
ticular, when it comes from mammals or birds, P3 con-
tainment is required. (P4 for primates. )

If the foreign DNA comes from the chromosomes of
prokaryotes known to exchange genetic material with E.
Coli in nature, then the enfeebled EK2 strains are re-
quired only if the prokaryote is considered a modemte
known hazard.

If the psokaryotesdo not exchange genetic information
with E. Coli, enfeebled strains mayor may not be required
depending upon details.

Clones (colonies descended from single cells) arising
from the DNA recombinant best can be used under nor-
mal laboratory conditions once it is established that the
originating chimera is free of harmful genes.

If the foreign DNA is derived not from chromosomes
but from viruses that infect animals, EK2 or EK3 strains
are to be used with P4 or P3 levels of containment.
(However, if it comes from viruses that infect plants,
]normzd strains can be used with P3 containment. )

If the foreign DNA is derived from purified eukaryotic
organelle DNA, ordinary strains can bc used of E. Coli
with P3 containment (this includes primates).

If tbe foreign DNA arises from prokaryotic plasmids
or bacteriophages, then modified EK2 strains are required
only if the prokaryote is known as a moderate hazard.

Animal Host Cells
When animal cells arc used as the host in tissue culture

experiments, the problem of escape becomes one of con-
taining the “vector” used to carry the recombinant mole-
cule into the animal cell, Two animal viruses considered
sufficiently well-studied at present for such use are poly -
oma virus (which infects mice) a“d simian virus 40 ( SV
40) (which infects monkeys ), Both cause tumors in
mammals and SV40 infects humans. The guidelines sug-
gest using polyoma DNA defective in its ability to infect
and reproduce and asks P3 containment ( P4 if the foreign
DNA to be placed in the vector comes from pathogenic
organisms designated Class 2 by the Center for Dkeme
Control — Class 3, 4 and 5 organisms are prohibited
entirely).

For SV40, the guidelines require defective SV40 and
P4 ccmditions which can, however, be weakened to P3 if
no infectious viral particles are produced and if specified
criteria for purity and lack of harmful genes have been
]net.

THE TROUBLE WITH E. Cf3Ll

According to a report by Dr. Stanley Falkow, there
are an almost astronomical number of distinct strains of
Escherichia Coli varying by as much as 25% in their
nucleotide seqeuence of bases. Some strains cause infantile
ciiarrhca or diseases resembling bacillary dysentary or
“traveller’s diarrhea” in adults in developing countries.
E. Coii is not ordinarily a highly virulent organism but
it may acquire accessory genetic information, usuaily
through pfasmids, to tip the balance between irrelevant
co-habitation and the ability to initiate overt disease. He
concludes:

“From the standpoint of recombinant DNA mol-
ecules, the ciocumentation of the effects of plasmid-
meciiated determinants on pathogenicity must be re-
viewed as one of the ]nost cogent arguments for the
potentiai biobvzards associated with this research.”
E. Coli are disseminated in many ways (e.g. have

many vectors in nature) and plasmids and bacterial vi-
ruses are \,ery common in them. With specific reference
to the strain K-12 normaily under dkcussion, Dr. Foikow
observes:

“it is also clear from our studies that a carried plas-
mid may have a profound effect on the survival and
carriage of E. Coli K-i 2 it may not be too far-
fetched to suggc.st that some DNA recombinant mol-
ecuies could profcmndiy affect the abiiity of thk E.
Coli strain to survive and multiply in the gastrointes-
tinal tract. ”

E. Coli has been characterized as being of “untiring
promiscuity”, exchanging genetic material with a variety
of organisms and tmnsferring its plasmids to other cells.
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1976 OFFICERS NOMINATED

Candidates for Chairman:

George Wifliam Rathjens Ph.D. Chemistry, 1951, now
Professor of Political Science at MIT. Formerly: staff of
the Office of Science and Technology in the Arms Control
and Disarmament Agency (ACDA); Director Weapons
Systems Evaluation Division (WSED) in the Institute for
Defense Analyses (IDA). Dr. Rathjens is a long-time
FAS official and m active leading participant in its arms
control activities. He played a major role in the oppo-
sition to the Anti-ballistic missile and testified and worked

against the Supersonic Transport as well. He is o“c of
America’s most experienced systems analysts on high
technology military and civilian systems and, among other
things, is currently studying nuclear reactors on a number
of state and national committees,

Frank Van H,ppef! Center for Environmental Studies,
Er@nccring School, Princeton University. D. Phil. Ox-
ford University, 1962. Assistant Professor of Physics,
Stanford University. Sloan Foundation Fellow. Fonmxly
member, Staff Theory Group, High Energy Physics Divi-
sion, Argonne National Laboratory; Resident Fellow NAS;
Editorial Board, Bulletin of the Atomic S’cimtim. Dr.
Von Hippel is the author, with Joel Primack, of a recent
widely-read book on science and public policy entitled
Advice and Dissent”. He is playing a major role in
the debate over nuclear power. He was an organizer and
participant in the American Physical Society reactor study,
and more recently, has played a leading role in persuad-
ing the AAAS to work on problems of freedom for scien.
tists. He is now cngzaged full-time working on independent
nuclear energy policy studies.

Candidates for Council

Llpman Berx President of tbc American Mathematical
Society (AMS); Chairman, Department of Mathematics.
Columbia University; former Chairman: Division of
Mathematical Sciences of tbe National Research Council;
Mathematics Section of AAAS. Professor Bers has been
extremely active and influential in the defense of scientists
abroad in such diverse arew, as the Soviet Union and
Uruguay.

Geoffrey Chew Chairman, Department of Physics, Uni-
versity of California, Berkeley. A ]-csearch assistant at
the Los Alamos bomb project in tbc fifties, he has been
awarded the Ernest O. Lawrence Memorial award and
the APS Hughes prize. Author of “A Basis for Nuclear
Democracy”, Dr. Chew is a long-time FAS member who,
in particular, chaired an FAS committee on rights to
travel and passports from 1952-1960.

Myra Karstadfi Ph.D. Biochemistry, 1969, on biochemis-
try of nucleic acids. Dr. Karstadt went on to do postdoc-
toral work in environmental health sciences and to re-
ceiving a law degree (Harvard, 1972). She served on the
staff of the Office of Technology Assessment (OTA) and
at the Environmental Law Institute. Currently a consul-
tant to the National Institute of Environmental Health
Sciences, she has advised FAS on a “wnber of topics in
environmental law and toxic chemicals.

Laurence I. MOSS M. S. in Nuclear Engineering; engineer
and consultant; former Executive Sccrebry of the Com-

mittee on Public Engineering Policy, National Academy
c]f Engineering; White House Fellow, ‘68-’69; former
President, Sierra Club; organized Coalition Against the
SST and the Cod it ion to Tax Pollution. A former mem-
ber of the FAS Council, Mr. Moss has written widely
and influentially on environmental matters of all kinds.
Franklin A. Newx Chief of Laboratory of Parasitic Dis-
eases, NIH; formerly a member of the Harvard School of
Public Health; and a holder of the Bailey K. Ashford
award of tbc Amcricwn Society of Tropical Medicine. Dr.
Neva is an FAS Sponsor.

David Robinson: Vice President of the Carnegie Cor-
poration of Ncw York, Dr. Robinson received a Ph.D. in
Chemical Physics and later served as a scientific liaison
cfficer in the Office of Naval Resewch. From 196 I -67
he was senior staff member of the Office of Science and
Technology (OST) in the White House. He has been
consultant to tbe President’s Science Advisory Committee
(on health care and educational technology); to NSF; to
NAS (on R&D, minorities in science and women in
science ); and to New York State (on nuclear energy and
of engineering education.) A long-time FAS member.

William Shurcliff Senior Research Associate, Cambridge
Electron Accelerator, Harvard University; Technical His-
torian of First Atomic Bomb Tests at Bikini; author of
“Bombs at Bikini”, “Polarimd Light”, As Director and
organizer of the Citizen’s League Against the Sonic Bomb
in 1967, be created that grassroots lobby against the SST
and worked indefatigably from his home to maintain it.
Dr. Shurcliff is now engaged in a similar effort to encour-
age the local use of solar power.

Alvin Weinberg Director of the Institute fol- Energy An-
alysis; during 1974, Director of the U.S. Federal Energy
Administration (FEA) Office of Energy Research and
Development; previously, for more than a quarter century,
Director of the Oak Ridge National Laboratory. Dr.
Weinberg helped design the first nuclear reactors, wrote the
definitive work in this field ~’Physical Theory of Neutron
Chain Reactors”, with Eugene Wigncr) and has received
the Atoms for Peace award and the E. O. Lawrence Me-
morial award. He has written eloqucndy and widely
on science and public policy matters (“Reflections on Big
Science”. April, 1967, is a book Iengtb ex~mple) and his
pungent and incisive phrases have been adopted by botb
supporters and opponents of his conclusions.

Robert H. MMfiamx Research Scientist, Center for Envi-
ronmental Studies, Princeton University; Ph.D. in Theo-
retical Physics, 1967; formerly Director of Research, Insti-
tute for Public Policy Alternatives, SUNY, Albany. Dr.
Williams was a senior scientist of the Ford Foundation
Energy Policy Project and a chief architect and draftsmzn
of several of its component parts. He specitdizes in energy
policy with special emphasis on solar power, nuclear
power and conservation

f%liminay Straw Ballot on Guidelines
1 am —–— am not . . .._ a biologist.

On the basis of tbe April Report and other gen-
eral reading, I lean toward the school of thought that
bdievcs the guidelines are: A. Probably too restric-
tive ❑ B. Probably about right n C. Probably
insufficiently cautious ❑ D. lm”fficiem informa-
tion ❑
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FEDERATION OF AMERICAN SCIENTISTS – 1976 BALLOT
Nine candidates appear for the six Council positions in accordance with the requirement that at least 50’% more

candidates stand for election than them are positions availa.hle. ALL BALLOTS MUST BE MARKED FOR AT LEAST

THREE COUNCIL CANDIDATES, AND NO MORE THAN SIX.

Chairman Council Dele! ate.!

H Rathjens (Vote for at least three).

❑ Von Hippel u Bcrs ❑ Robinson

@ Chew H Shurclifl

Q Karstadt ❑ Weinberg

~ Moss D Williams

[—!NevaL .,

Your vote cannot be counted unless you are a member whose dues have been paid fur calendar year 1976.

All members have been billed once in the fall and once in February. If YOMhave not renewed thus far, YOu maY

do so with your ballot.

AIong with the election ballot, it is our custom to stimulate criticisms, comments and suggestions about the

Iast year’s activities and newsletters, as well as proposals for the coming one%. (The May issue will cover “cancer

and the Environment” and the June issue is scheduled for National Security Policy.) Send these in separate letters

or notes with your name and address you may attach them, however, to this ballot.

NOW, TEAR THIS PAGE OUT OF YOUR NEWSLETTER, SIGN YOUR NAME BELOW IN THE IN-

DICATED PLACE, CHECK OFF YOUR PREFERENCE FOR CHAIRMAN. CHECK AT LEAST THREE

OF THE CANDIDATES FOR COUNCIL MEMBERS, THEN FOLD THIS PAGE, TAPE OR STAPLE IT

CLOSED, PUT A STAMP ON IT, AND MAIL IT TO US. ALL BALLOTS MUST ARRIVE HERE BY MAY

15 TO BE COUNTED.

BALLOT WITHIN

(Signature of Voter)

G I wish to renew rnembersh;p for c.le.dar Ye.r 1976.

❑ 1 wish m join FAS and receive lhe newsletter .S . full member.

Enclosed is nw check W <976 c.le.d.r Year dues. (U. # .m ..t
a natural or social scientist, lawyer, doctor or e.me.r, but
wish m become a ..n-vo!ing associate member.)

f%%
n $50

s. Dporling %.?
❑l&Do ❑ $70

Under $10,000

r
FAS ELECTK2NS COMMITTEE

FEDERATION OF AMERICAN SCIENTISTS

307 Mass. Ave., N.E.

Washington, D.C. 20002
❑ subscription only: 1 do not wish to become a member but would

like a subscription m:

@ FAS Public Interest ReLw2n — $20 for calendar Year

❑ ~AcJo;;;d,is my tax deductible contribution of — to the

NAME AND TITLE
PI,... Print

ADDRESS

CITY AND STATE
zip

PRIMARY PROFESS1 ONAL DISCIPLINE

STAPLE OR TAPE THIS CLOSED AFTER FOLDING
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IN DEFENSE OF PLASMID ENGINEERING
In reviewing the literature on recombinonr DNA WC?

found no/bing (of less rhan impenetrable technicality)
lhaf utlempted thedi,flc[t[t tusk of.!ke[cl!ing fcjr general bi-
olo~jcal publication why none of variom alarming spectl-

lutions would come ro pan. Findins it distLlrbin,g that .SO
many scientists would hew to .san$wine con L,icfions, how-
ever well- foundml, without sL1bjccring <hem to a te,$t of
scrutiny by biolo,qi$rs as u whole at lea.~t, we challenged
one kzbora[ory group to commit its sense of the hazard~
to paper ;n o reasonably readible forI1?.

What follows is such cm eftort, footnoted by referee
criticisms. Its aLlthors dec[;ned to indicate it,r aL1lhorsbip
for a number of reasons includin,? lbe time p!e.mL1res
under which ir necessarily was prepored. We PUI it for-
ward, nevertheless, as (he be.$t such document w? know
of its kind in order to catalyze comments from OIIY more
informed readers, in support or opposition; these we will
J.,<J.G.Y/.,, //.< /’/,,<. Public Interest Rcpo,t. F,,, //,,> reader
who is not in biolo~y, it provides a ~limpse, (hat may be
educational in it,w[f, of the relevan[ complexities.

We believe that the co~ccrn cxprcsscd from some sec-
tors over the alleged hazards of experiments involving
recombinant DNA, while well-i”tentio”cd, has Iitdc if
any realistic” basis, The few scenarios proposed in which
the introduction of eukaryotic DhTA results in harm to
man, or in an alteration of bacterial ecolo~y, would re-
quire the coordinated operation of so many highly improb-
able mechanisms, that the overall likelihood of their
occurrence is negligible.

Purported hazards involve either recombination be-
tween eukaryotic DNA in E. coli and the human genome,
with ensuing deleterious effects on the human host; ex-
pression of eukaryotic DNA in E. coli, producing a sub-
stance harmful to the human host; insertion into E. coli of
an eukaryotic DNA fragment capable of “beneficallv”
modifyigg the bacterium, producing a “s”pcr-bacterium ””,
and thereby upsetting microbial ecology; or cloning of
DNA sequences from oncogenic viruses, and subsequent
expression of-~he oncogenic viral genes in E. coli, m
transfer into human cells.

The following considerations argue against the possi-
biilly o[ any of these .vcnts. In order for an eukaryotic
DNA sequence in a plasmid to recombine with human
DhTA, it wmddfirst have toenterab”man cell, either by
transfer from a bacterium or by uptake of the DNA by a
cell. Transfer of DNA from bacteria to human cells is
not knowp to occur, and if it does it is certainly a rare
event. ‘ If direct uptake of DNA by human cells does
occur, which is also uncertain, eukaryotic DNA fragments
in bacterial plasmids are probably no more ineffective
than theeukaryotic DNA itself.’ Yet tbomands of scitx-
tists have handled large amounts of eukaryotic DNA,
with no special precautions, for many years, and no ill
effects have been observed. If a eukaryotic DNA frag-
ment could get into a human cell, what are the chances
thatitwould recombine with the bumangenomc? It would
have to survive the nucleolytic enzymes which exist in
the cell, and find its way into the nucleus. Also, the
genomes of non-dividing, somatic cells might be incapable
of engaging in recombination. 3 A DNA fragment from
any subprimate eukaryote would be highly unlikely to re-
combine with the human genome, even if cellular condi-
tions permitted recombination, because subprimate DNA

INFORMAL GLOSSARY FOR THE h’ON-BlO-
LO GIST: Eul<aryofe: orgzanism whose cells have a
]nudeus as do higher organisms; f+okaryo!e: organ-
isms whose cells have no nucleus as in the case with
bacteria; Clone: set of cells derived from a single
parental cell through successive divisions; Pkm-?!id:
extra -chmmosomal genetic element; Somatic cell..
mm-sex cell; Oncogenic. tumor-inducing; Sequence
H01170[<1xY: degree of sequence correlation; Polypep-
ride. chain of amino acids; RNA Polymerasc,. the
catalyst which transcribes an RNA copy from the
DNA; Ger10}71e: total genetic ]material.

has very ]itdc or !no sequence boinology with human DNA,
while recombination is considered to require regions of
sequence homology. “ From this point of view, shotguu
experiments with primate DNA arc not m hazard-free as
those with subprimate DNA, If an cukaryotic DNA
fragment ciici manage to rccornbinc with the gcmmne of >L
human somatic CCII, would it be expressed in a way dele-
terious to the cell? This would require I ) that it be i“-
serted at a site where it would interfere u,ith an essential
cell function: C]I- 2) that it be inserted next to a control
rcgiom causing it to be [transcribed, Furthermore the
transcript would have to contain translational initiation
and termination signals which would be correctly inter-
preted by the human cell, and the product would have
to be harmful to the cell. Any ddetcrious effect to a
single ccl], furthermore, vmuld probably be inconsequen-
tial for the whole organism. s Multiplication of tbe ex-
tremely low probabilities of cacb of these steps shows
that the overall sccnai-io is simply implausible,

In order for E. coli to produce a toxic substance from
an cukaryotic DNA, the fragment must first code for a
toxic polypetide. This is probably an extremely rare
event in itself. h’ext, the fragment must be correctly
transcribed, and the transcript must accumulate in sut7-
cient amounts and be translated correctly and efficiently.
E. coli RNA polyrnerase, bowevcr, does not specifically
recognize eukaryotic transcriptional initiation and ter.
minaticm sites, so transcl-iption of eukaryotic genes is like-
ly to be incomplete and inefficient in E. ccdi. 6 For ex.
ample, E. coli carrying a plasmid containing sea urchin
bistone genes nmkcs m detectable histo”e, though histone
messenger RNA sequences arc transcribed This indicates
that either the transcripts are incomplete, or faithful
translation of the message does not occur. Furthermore,
if a toxic protein were produced in E. coli, it would have
to be released by the bacteria in sufficient amounts in
order to b: harmful, Many toxic proteins might be toxic
to the bacteria themselves, so that plasmids carrying the
gcnm for such toxins could never be cloned. 7 In short,
the production of a toxic bacterium would also require
that many highly improbable events occur in concert,
This is not to say that such an event could not be delib-
erately mgineered after many years of laboratory work.

Similar objections apply to the suggestion that introduc-
tion of an eukaryotic DNA fragment might increase the
visibility of E. coli to the detriment of normal bacterial
ecology. Expression of an eukaryotic gene in E. coli
is unlikely for reasons already described, B If an eukary -
otic gene were expressed, it would be much more likely
to interfere with bacterial functions, or simply have no

—Continued on page 12
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effect, than to favorably alter the bacterium. The genes
for any simple metabolic enzymes that might be useful
to the bacterium have certainly been available during the
billion or more years of its evolution, throughout which
it has had ample opportunity for recombination. This
statement can also be made for any animal DNA se-
quences, to which E. co[i have a[so had pro[onged access
during their evolution. In any case eukaryotic DNA se-
quences such as control sequences could probably not
function in a bacterial genome. The idea that an eukary -
otic DhrA fragment could endow a bacterium with novel
properties by constructively altering bacterial regulatory
mechanisms severely u“dercstimatcs the complexity of
genetic regulation, and is thus very naive.

Even the cloning of purified rmcogenic viral DNA in
E. coli may not be as hazardous as is commonly assumed.
Animal vims gene expression requires the molecular ma-
chinery of eukaryotic host cells and is most unlikely to
occur correctly in E. co[i, particularly if only viral DNA
restriction fragments, with only a fraction of the viral
genome, are cloned. Viral DNA restriction fragments
would seem far less capable of infecting human cells when
incorporated in bacterial plmmids than is tbe complete
virion which includes an efficient infective coat and all
the genetic information required for viral assembly. What-
ever the danger in cloning viral DNA, it is probably a
much safer way to study the structure of viral ,genomcs
than handling the oncogenic viruses themselves. Since
it is clearly desirable that the nature of oncogenic viruses
be investigated, the cloning of viral restriction fragments
in E. coli is not entirely lacking in justification. The
carefully controlled examination of special fractions of
the viral genome is to be compared with the long history
of random and uncontrolled introductions of pathogens
into a variety of hosts over many years in clinical re-
search.

While it is extremely improbable that cloning eukary-
otic DhrA fragments in E. coli plasmids is actually haz-
ardous, the benefits of such experiments for our under-
standing of the eukaryotic genome are Jrcal and immediate.
This technology permits the isolation md charactcriration
of specific regions of the genome, which is tremendously
difficult, if not impossible to accomplish by other means.
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It is currently being used in several Iabomtorics to study
the DNA sequences in the vicinity of animal structural
genes. These sequences me believed to be involved in
controlling the expression of the structural genes, and
their ch:uactcrization is essential for o“r “nderstmdi”g
of animal gene regulation. An understanding of many
other ;ispccts of gcnome organintion a“d function is also

within reach for the first time through the use of recombi-
nant DNA techniques. Since progress in our understand-
ing of eukaryotic gcnome function is clearly prerequisite
to an understanding of the nature of living systems, m well
m of cancer, and many other genetic and developmental
disorders, to delay these experiments on the basis of
highly improbable hazards is unconscionable.

REDRESSING REFEREE COMMENT%

1) Transfer of DNA from bacteria to human CCIIScould
easily occur in such cases as those in which Salmonella
colonizes human CCIIS and dies; and it i, not . ..t.i. that
tbc transfer of DNA is a rare event.
2 ) DNA fragments in bacterial plasmids may be more ill-
fcctivc than the eukaryotic DNA itself since the plasmids
arc designed by nature for exchange of genetic material
and me less fragile than Iincar cukwyotic DNA fragments.
3) “The argument here is weak bcc~use the nuclcoytic en-
zymes at-c not an insurmountable barrier to survival of
the DNA and bccausc most body CC1lS we not strictly
‘{non-dividing”.
4) Recombination does not tdways requ irc regions of se-
quence homolgy.
5) While it mtiy bc true that ctcleterious effects to a single
cell would “probably” bc inconscqucntizd for the whole
organism, the most serions cases at issue — the ones in
which cancel- may be involved — are ones in which a
single cell could lead to the destruction of the organism.
6) It is not so clear that this transcription is “likely to be
incomplete and inefficient”.
7) What is a toxic protein for man and for bacteria are
quite different things and it is too strong to suggest that
“many” proteins toxic to man would be incapable of being
cloned to a bacteria.
8) The twice repeated aryment that expression of cukary -
otic genes in E. Coli is “unlikely” is still being fought out
in experimentalstudy and is being dismissed too lightly. ❑
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